Do State and Trait Measures Measure States and Traits? The Case of Community-Dwelling Caregivers of Older Adults.
Spielberger's state and trait anxiety and anger scales are widely used and documented, but there is little or no direct evidence that they actually measure their respective state and trait aspects as was intended. We conducted latent state-trait analyses on data collected from 310 community-dwelling caregivers of older adult care recipients and found that (a) both state and trait scales reflected a mixture of state and trait aspects of their latent constructs, (b) state scales reflected more state-like variance than did corresponding trait scales, but (c) both state and trait scales were dominated by stable trait-like variance. Follow-up bivariate latent state-trait analyses indicated that correlations between trait components of anger and anxiety correlated more strongly with trait components of caregiver-care recipient mutually communal behavior and care recipient problem behavior than did state-state component correlations. Implications for the measurement of state and trait components of psychological constructs are discussed.